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 Performance-based Hiringsm System
Making Hiring Top Talent a Systematic Business Process

What You’ll Receive
The Performance-based 
Hiring Process:

• Access to the Recruiter eHandbook • Sample performance profiles

• Recorded versions of each course module  • The Performance-based Hiringsm Kit

• Comprehensive program workbooks with samples,  • The 8-step Performance-based Interview
        notes and invaluable hiring and recruiting tips  • Quality of Hire Talent Scorecard

• Access 60-minute audio MP3 Using the Basic One-Question Performance-based Interview
• A copy of The Essential Guide for Hiring & Getting Hired by Lou Adler
• Laminated and pocket size Performance-based Hiringsm Hot Tips Cards
• The ability to audit the course for free any time for 12 months

Online Training Modules:
Defining On-The-Job Success 
Knowing the job is a critical aspect of being an expert recruiter. How recruiters take the assignment and the questions they ask determine 
the likelihood of finding a top person quickly. This module provides recruiters the tools they need to move hiring managers away from 
the use of arbitrary and traditional job descriptions toward the use of performance profiles.

Sourcing & Networking
The objective of the sourcing process we advocate is based on finding the best candidates available at the lowest cost in the shortest 
period of time. However, passive candidates, and even the best active candidates, use different techniques when looking for new career 
opportunities. How they look and the criteria they use to decide to apply must be considered when designing sourcing programs for 
these more discriminating top performers. In this module recruiters learn how to set up multi-level sourcing programs to increase the 
number of top performers applying. The focus is on job-branding, networking, and leveraging the employee referral program.

Interviewing & Assessment 
Becoming a partner in the hiring process requires recruiters to be better interviewers than their clients. It starts by knowing the job. 
Using our highly regarded performance-based selection process, recruiters quickly learn how to accurately assess competency, 
motivation, and job fit. Our all-in-one question interview is a more flexible form of behavioral interviewing that can more accurately 
predict on-the-job success. But this is only the start. The interview is more than an assessment tool. Recruiters learn to use the interview 
to overcome hiring manager and candidate concerns, recruit candidates at each step, and negotiate offers incrementally. 

Overcoming Objections & Closing 
Hiring the best requires exceptional solution selling skills. Too many managers and recruiters wait until the end of the hiring process to 
recruit candidates and negotiate offers, or use old-fashioned transactional selling to close the deal. This results in too many candidates 
lost along the way or paying unnecessary salary premiums for those eventually hired. In this module recruiters learn how to profession-
ally overcome concerns and put together compensation packages fair to all parties involved. Top people will offset compensation 
increases for jobs offering more growth. Creating these career-making opportunities is an essential skill for all top recruiters.

Hire The Right People.
Every Time.
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For more information or to register contact:      
Jens Hagedorn at 55 4165 0600 (x 224) or email: 
jens.hagedorn@ptalent.com

Performance Talent Consulting International  German Centre Av. 
Santa Fe No170, Of. 4-4-10 Lomas de Santa Fe, Deleg. Alvaro 
Obregon, C.P. 01210 tel +52 55 41650600

Lou Adler’s

Performance-based Hiringsm   
for Recruiters 

Now in Mexico
February 23rd, 2017




